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Introduction 
In this paper we study (non-flat) quatemionic Kahler manifolds which admit a simply transitive 
and real solvable group of isometries. We call them Alekseevsky spaces after D.V. Alekseevsky, 
who classified them and hereby discovered the first non-symmetric examples of quaternionic Kah- 
lerian manifolds (see [3]). He conjectured that every homogeneous quatemionic Kahler manifold 
of negative scalar curvature should be Alekseevskian. 
In the first chapter we give an introduction to the theory of Alekseevskian spaces established 
in [3]. 
As was kindly pointed out to me by A. Swann, the theoretical physicists B. de Wit and A. Van 
Proeyen have recently discovered, in the context of supergravity, that Alekseevsky’s classification 
is incomplete. 
In the second chapter we complete the classification (see Thm. 2.28) in line with Alekseevsky’s 
original programme, confirming their discovery, without recourse to supergravity. Furthermore, 
some basic facts concerning the structure of Alekseevskian Lie algebras are presented. 
In the third chapter we investigate the curvature of the Alekseevsky spaces. The main discovery 
is the fact that an Alekseevsky space is symmetric if and only if its sectional curvature is non- 
positive (see Thm. 3.10). This is an analogue of a well known theorem due to J.E. D’Atri and 
I. Dotti Miatello, which characterizes bounded symmetric domains by non-positive curvature. 
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1. Preliminaries 
In the first chapter we shall provide a frame of reference for the reader to fall back on in the 
course of this paper. We review [3], where one finds a wealth of technical details, which we omit 
here. After presenting the fundamental objects, namely Alekseevskian Lie algebras, in Sect. 1.1, 
we elucidate the conceptional framework of their classification in Sect. 1.2. In the process, we go 
into the notion of Q-representation in detail. Finally, in the third section, we define Alekseevsky’s 
W- and V-spaces and explain the connection with isometric mappings. 
1.1. Alekseevskian Lie algebras 
Definition 1.1. A quaternionic Kahler manifold of non-trivial scalar curvature is said to be 
Alekseevskian or an Alekseevsky space, if it admits a simply transitive, real solvable group of 
isometries. 
Lie algebras and Lie groups in this paper are always defined over the reals. Recall that a solvable 
Lie algebra s is said to be real (or completely [3, Sect. 11) solvable, if the endomorphisms adx 
(X E s) have only real eigenvalues. A Lie group is said to be real solvable, if its Lie algebra is 
real solvable. 
In [3], the classification of Alekseevskian spaces is interpreted as classification problem for 
metric Lie algebras and, apart from the minor refinements contributed in Sect. 2, it is carried out. 
Definition 1.2. A metric Lie algebra is a pair (s, (+ , .)) consisting of a Lie algebra s and a scalar 
product (. , .) on s. An isomorphism of metric Lie algebras is a Lie algebra isomorphism which 
is, at the same time, an isometry of Euclidean vector spaces. 
For every metric Lie algebra (s, (. , .)) there is a unique (connected) simply connected Lie group 
S with Lie algebra s and a unique left-invariant Riemannian metric which coincides with (. , -) 
on T,S 2 s. Thus, to every metric Lie algebra we have assigned a simply connected Riemannian 
manifold. 
Conversely, a Riemannian manifold M which admits a simply transitive group S of isometries 
can be regarded as a Lie group with left-invariant metric and we can consider the corresponding 
metric Lie algebra (s, (. , .)). We express this fact in the following by saying that M admits 
the metric Lie algebra (s, (. , s)). According to Alekseevsky, a Riemannian manifold M admits at 
most one real solvable metric Lie algebra ([2, Thm. 11, cf. [13, Thm. 4.3, Thm. 5.2 and Cor. 5.31). 
(In general, there may be more than one simply transitive group of motions.) 
In the following, s denotes a metric Lie algebra and M the corresponding simply connected 
Riemannian manifold. We can transfer the notion of Levi-Civita connection and, for that reason, 
all derived notions from M to s or, equivalently, we can define it by the following Koszuf formula 
(X, Y, z E s): 
WXY, Z) = (CX, Yl, Z) - (X, [Y, Zl) - (Y, ix, 27). 
Canonical definitions (cf. [3, Def. 1%8]), which will be frequently used in the course of this 
paper, now follow. 
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Definition 1.3. Let s be a metric Lie algebra. The Kostunt algebra kos is the Lie subalgebra of 
so(s) generated by the endomorphisms Vx (X E s). 
The hofonomy algebra ho1 is the Lie subalgebra of kos generated by the expressions of the 
type 
[Vx,, . . . [Vx,, R (Xk+l, Xk+z)]. . .] . X1, X2,. . . Xk+2 E s, k = 0, 1.2. 
Accordingly, ho1 is the Lie algebra generated by the covariant derivatives of arbitrary order of 
the curvature endomorphisms, i.e. the Lie algebra of the holonomy group of M (see [ 15, Ch. III, 
Thm. 9.2 and Ch. II, Thm. 10.81). 
Definition 1.4. Let V be a Euclidean vector space. A complex strucrure on V is a skew endo- 
morphism J satisfying J’ = -Id. 
A quuternionic srructure on V is a Lie subalgebra q of so( V) generated by two anticommuting 
complex structures JI and Jz. 
We denote the centralizers of J and q = span{ J1, J2, 5.1) (53 := JI J?) in so(V) by zent(J) 
and zent(q) respectively. 
Definition 1.5. A metric Lie algebra s with complex structure J is said to be Kiihleriun, if 
ho1 c zent(J) 
A metric Lie algebra s of dimension > 4 (resp. = 4) with quatemionic structure q is said to be 
quuternionic Ktihleriun, if 
ho1 c q CB zent(q) 
(resp. if q annihilates the curvature tensor). Non-Abelian, real solvable, quatemionic Kahlerian 
Lie algebras are said to be Alekseevskiun. 
In other words, s is Kahlerian resp. quatemionic Kahlerian resp. Alekseevskian, if M is. The 
condition “non-Abelian” in the definition of Alekseevskian Lie algebras guarantees that s has 
non-vanishing scalar curvature (see [3, Cor. 1.5 and Cor. 1.21, cf. [9, II. 1.2, Satz 51). 
Alekseevskian spaces are Einsteinian with ric < 0 (see [3, p. 3051, cf. [9, p. 111) and, according 
to [3, Thm. 1.31, simply connected. In particular, the following theorem holds, which is the starting 
point for Alekseevsky’s classification, that will be discussed in the next section. 
Theorem 1.1. (D.V. Alekseevsky [3, Sect. I]) There is a one-to-one correspondence between 
Alekseevskian spaces and Alekseevskiun Lie algebras. 
1.2. Structure of Alekseevsky’s clussi$cation 
Let now (s, (. , .), q) be an Alekseevskian Lie algebra and S the corresponding Alekseevsky 
space. Being a non-Ricci-flat quatemionic Kahler manifold, S is also locally de-Rham irreducible 
(see [6, Thm. 14.45b]). Homogeneous locally de-Rham irreducible spaces of non-vanishing Ricci 
curvature satisfy kos = hol, according to an old result of Kostant-Lichnerowicz [ 171. (The notion 
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of Kostant algebra can be easily defined for general homogeneous spaces, e.g. by an appropriate 
Koszul formula.) This justifies the following decomposition (X E s): 
vx =~o,(x)J,+vx, (1) 
a=1 
where w, are linear forms on s and 0, E zent(q). On the other hand, owing to the general structure 
theorem for algebraic curvature tensors of type sp( 1) $ sp(m) (m = dimw s = (dimn s)/4) we 
have: 
R=sk,Ro+l?, (2) 
where Ro is the curvature tensor of the quatemionic projective space Pg and l? is of type sp(m) 
(see [l, Table l] or in more detail [21, Prop. 9.31 and [20, Thm. 3.11). sk, denotes the reduced 
scalar curvature of R, which coincides with the scalar curvature sk, up to a dimension factor: 
sk = 4m(m + 2)sk,. (3) 
Combining the equations (1) and (2) yields the fundamental structure and integrability identities 
[3, (*) and (*x)1. These make possible a first important step of the classification: the study of 
(quatemionic) one-dimensional quatemionic subalgebras. 
Definition 1.6. ([3, Def. 1.9 and 2.11) Let s be a metric Lie algebra. A linear subspace s’ of s is 
said to be totally geodesic, if Vstsf c s’. 
Suppose, in addition, that s is provided with a quatemionic structure q. A subalgebra s’ of s is 
said to be a quaternionic subalgebra, if qs’ c s’. 
Theorem 1.2. (D.V. Alekseevsky [3, Lemma 2.1, Remark 2.1, Prop. 3.1-3.2 and Def. 3.21) Let 
s be an Alekseevskian Lie algebra. 
(i) Every quaternionic subalgebra of s is totally geodesic and has the same reduced scalar 
curvature as s. 
(ii) The algebra s contains a quaternionic one-dimensional quaternionic subalgebra (this is 
canonically associated to the choice of a real one-dimensional ideal). 
(iii) There are (up to scaling) exactly two quaternionic one-dimensional Alekseevskian Lie 
algebras; in Alekseevsky’s notation: A! and C/. The corresponding Alekseevsky spaces are the 
complex hyperbolic plane of reduced scalar curvature sk, = - 4 and the quaternionic hyperbolic 
line (sk, = -1). 
(iv) There is (up to scaling) a unique Alekseevskian Lie algebra of quaternionic dimension m 
with one-dimensional quaternionic subalgebra C:. The corresponding Alekseevsky space is the 
quaternionic hyperbolic space H,“. 
To describe Alekseevskian Lie algebras with one-dimensional quatemionic subalgebra A,’ we 
need further definitions. In the following we denote, in contrast to [3], metric Lie algebras and 
their linear subspaces generally by small letters; vectors by capital letters. Unless otherwise stated, 
we use the notation of [3]. The symbol “+” between Euclidean vector spaces always stands for 
the orthogonal sum. 
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(Q3) 7’ufiu = ;(U, Ua)& + ;(JU, Uo)&,modiio; 
(Q4) TGk = +V,@-’ + 2o(U)Ji; 
(QV T;;mlio = J,T;ymllio; 
(Q6) TiymfiO - T;;% = (JU, U&$,. 
The numbering (Ql-8) refers to [3, Lemma 5.51. 
We indicate how to construct an Alekseevskian Lie algebra out of a Q-representation. 
Theorem 1.3. (D.V. Alekseevsky [3, Lemma 5.5 and Prop. 5.11) Q-representations of an ad- 
missible Kiihlerian Lie algebra (u, J) and Alekseevskian Lie algebras with principal Kiihlerian 
subalgebra (u, J) are related by the following natural correspondence. 
Ifs is an Alekseevskian Lie algebra with principal KZihlerian subalgebra u, then the rep- 
resentation of u on Jzu induced by the adjoint representation of s is a Q-representation with 
4 = J21U : 11 7 U’ (w = wi IUO, see eq. 1). 
Conversely let (T, $) be a Q-representation of an admissible Kiihlerian Lie algebra (u, J) on 
the Euclidean vector space ii = 4(u). A quaternionic structure 9 = span{ J, 1 a = 1, 2, 3) 
on the Euclidean vector space s := u + ii (orthogonal sum) is defined as follows: 
J1 IU := J , JI Iii := -4 J$-’ , 
Jzlu := 4, J21ri := -$-’ , 
J3 := JIJz. 
The following conditions define the structure of a Lie algebra on s: 
(1) u is a subalgebra of s; 
(2) ad” ]c := To for all U E u; 
(3) [fi, V] := ;(I?, V)Go for all U, V E u. 
(Sketch of) proof. We only comment on the second part of the construction. That the above 
arrangements turn s = u + U into a metric Lie algebra (Jacobi identity) with quaternionic 
structure q, follows from the fact that T is a representation and from the conditions (Ql) and (Q7) 
alone. s is real solvable, thanks to uo being real solvable and to (Q8). The remaining conditions 
(Q2-6) ensure that (s, q) is quaternionic Kahlerian. 0 
Theorem 1.3 makes it possible to apply the structure theory of real solvable Kahlerian Lie 
algebras and their symplectic representations, developed by S.G. Gindikin, 1.1. Pjatecky-Sapiro 
and E.B. Vinberg, to the classification problem in question. Admissible Kahlerian Lie algebras 
u = fo + ua which admit a Q-representation are non-degenerate (see [3, Def. 1.8d, Def. 5.5 and 
Cor. 5.11) and, hence (see [3, Prop. 6.21, which contains two misprints in 4), decompose as semi- 
direct sum of elementary Kahlerian Lie algebras uo = Ci,,(f; + x;), i.e. [fi + x;, fj + xj] c 
fj +xj for i > j, with symplectic representations adf, Ix, for i > j and commuting key algebras: 
1fi9 fjl = 0 G # j>. 
Definition 1.9. ([4, Def. 3.11) The rank of a solvable Lie algebra s is the dimension of a Cartan 
subalgebra of s. The rank of a Alekseevsky space S is the rank of its Alekseevskian Lie algebra s. 
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A Cartan subalgebra is a nilpotent subalgebra which coincides with its normalizer. According 
to [22, Lemma 4.1.11, Cartan subalgebras are necessarily maximally nilpotent. The rank is well 
defined, as, according to [7, Cor. 2.31, the Cartan subalgebras of a solvable Lie algebra are 
conjugate. 
Remark 1.1. The rank ofu = fo + xi,, (fi + .i) A coincides with the number of key algebras oj 
U, becausea := span{Cri ( i = 0, 1,. . .} is obviously an (Abelian) Cartan subalgebra of II. Due 
to TH,) = ;Id (Ql), it is even true that a = norm, (a) such that a is also u Cartarl subalgebra offs, 
whence u and s are of the same rank. 
Alekseevsky shows that the existence of a Q-representation of u imposes severe restrictions on the 
rank of u and on the allowed roots of the key algebras occurring in the decomposition of ~0. For 
instance, the roots p; can only be 1, l/v’? or 1 /A. Correspondingly Alekseevsky distinguishes 
between three types of admissible Ktihlerian Lie algebras ~4: u is of t);pe CY (a = 1, 2. 3). if I /& 
is the smallest root. 
Type 3: There is a unique Lie algebra of type 3 which admits a Q-representation: II = ,fo + .f’, 
The Q-representation is unique and yields the symmetric Alekseevsky space Gk2’/S0(4) (see 13, 
Prop. 8.11, in which the the formulas for TH are incorrectly printed). 
Type 2: Lie algebras of type 2 which admit Q-representations must have rank 3. We shall see 
in Sect. 2.1 that there is a countably infinite family u(p) (p = 0. 1. . . .) of such Lie algebras and 
that any of them admits a unique Q-representation. The corresponding Alekseevsky spaces will be 
denoted by ‘J(p) and will be described in Sect. 2.1. In the original classification (13. Sect. 8, Prop. 
on p. 3291) only ‘J(0) 2 S00(3,4)/(S0(3) x SO(4)) occurs, due to an error in the calculations. 
Type 1: Apart from the hermitian symmetric Alekseevsky spaces ([3, Prop. 9.1]), this class 
contains the Alekeevskian spaces of rank 4: the W- and V-spaces which will be reviewed in the 
next section. 
1.3. W-Spaces, V-Spaces and isometric mappings 
The following concept (going back to Pjatecky-Sapiro) from the theory of real solvable K%h- 
lerian Lie algebras is all-important for the classification of Klhlerian Lie algebras of type 1 and 
rank > 2 which admit Q-representations. 
Definition 1.10. ([3, Def. 6.7 and 9.11) Let x, y and z be Euclidean vector spaces. A bilinear 
mapping $J : x x z + v is said to be isometric. if 
1:+(x. Z). $(X, Z)) = (X. X)(Z. Z) 
for all X E x and Z E z. Isometric mappings $J : x x z -+ y and 9’ : x’ x z’ -+ y’ are said to 
be equivalent, if there are isomorphisms 0 : x + x’, t : z -+ z’ and u : y -+ v’ of Euclidean 
vector spaces such that the following diagram commutes: 
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An isometric mapping $ : x x z + y with k = dimx # 0 is said to be special, if dim y = 
dim z # 0. k is called the order of the special isometric mapping. 
As Alekseevsky notices, there is an intimate relation between special isometric mappings and 
&-graded Clifford modules. This will be discussed in great detail in Sect. 2.2. 
Let x-, z_ and y_ be Euclidean vector spaces. Every isometric mapping @ : x- x z- + y- 
defines a Ktihlerian Lie algebra u (+) = (fo + MO, J) of type 1 and rank 4 by means of the 
following recipe ([3, Prop. 9.31): 
1. uo is a semi-direct sum ug = (fi + x1) + (f2 + x2) + f3 of elementary Ktilerian Lie 
algebras with commuting key algebras with root 1. 
2. x1 admits a (J-invariant) decomposition x1 = y + z such that the following is true for 
x := x2, y and z: ad, I?, adfi Iz and ad, Ix are non-degenerate symplectic representations with 
weight decompositions y = y+ + y-, z = z+ + z- and x = x+ + x-, where y+ = Jy-, 
z+ = Jz_ and x+ = Jx-. Furthermore: 
vi, xl = vi. VI = Lf3, zl = [y, zl = [x, .z+l = [x+, y+] = [x-, y-1 = 0. 
3. The remaining Lie brackets are computed according to the rules (X E x, X* E x*, Yk E y+ 
and Z* E zh): 
ix-, z-1 = +fwx_, Z), [JX, z-1 = J[X, z-1, ix-9 y+l c z+ , 
LX,, Y-l = [JX+, JY-] , 0X-3 Y+l, Z,) = -$(JY+, @(X_, JZ,)). 
(The factor l/A is apparently missing in [3, Prop. 9.31.) 
Remark 1.2. Let V and W be vectors of a Euclidean vector space. V 18 W denotes, for the 
remainder of this paper, the linear mapping S H V (W, S). Its domain should be clear from the 
corresponding context. In the formulas below, e.g., it is ii. 
Theorem 1.4. (D.V. Alekseevsky [3, Prop. 9.241) The Ktihlerian Lie algebras of type 1 and 
rank > 2 which admit a Q-representation are given by the Lie algebras u = u($) for which 
either 
(i) x_ = 0 (hence @ = 0) and u = u(p, q) 2 u(q, p) is completely determined by the 
parameters p = dim y- and q = dim z_ or 
(ii) * is a special isometric mapping. 
Every such Lie algebra u has a unique Q-representation T. The corresponding Alekseevsky 
spaces are denoted by W(p, q) and 17(e) in the cases (i) and (ii) respectively. 
The dejnition of the Q-representation T of u (@) now follows. Set f := Cf=, fi. The operators 
TH, IJ and TG, If are given, with respect to the orthonormal basis 
& := #) + HI + I?2 + ii3)) 
k:=i(-&-H,+&+Ej,), {a,/!?,~}={1,2,3}, 
Qi I= jFi, i E (0, 1,2,3) 
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off, by the following formulas: 
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Tf, (2, Tf2 I- and Tf3 11 are non-degenerate symplectic representations with weight decompositions 
X=x++x_,j=j++j_andZ=z++Z_and 
Tf, (j + 2) = Tfi (X + Z) = Tf3 (X + j> = 0. 
In the following, let X+, Y* and Z+ denote arbitrary elements and (Xi)i, (Y$)i and (Zi); 
arbitrary orthonormal bases of x*, y+ and zh respectively. U o V := 2VaV defines a bilinear 
mapping from the product of two of the spaces x, y and z to the third. With these conventions the 
expressions for the remaining operators Ta (U E y + z + x) read 
Remark 1.3. The bilinear mapping “0” introduced above is completely determined by the fol- 
lowing relations which are obtained from the Koszul formula. The first three formulas are, as 
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usual, to be read selecting either all the upper or all the lower signs and E E { -, +}. 
x, 0 Y,, = * Y*, 0 x, E Zr , 
X,oZ*,=f~Z*t,oX, E yr, 
Y, 0 z*, = z*, 0 Y, E XT ) 
(X, 0 y+, z-) = -++, 1cI(JX+, Z-1) 2 
(X- 0 Y_, Z_) = -+y_, qf(X_, Z_)) ( 
(X, 0 y-9 Z,) = $CY-9 $(JX+, JZ,)) 1 
(X- 0 y+, Z,) = -$(JY+, 3(X-, JZ,)), 
(X, 0 z+, y-) = -A(Y-, 1cI(JX+, JZ+>) 9 
(X- 0 z_, Y_) = $(Y_, @(X_, z-)) ) 
(X, 0 z-, Y+) = $(JY+, @(JX+, Z-1) 3 
(X- 0 z+, Y+) = $JY+, Icr(X-, JZ,)), 
(Y+ 0 z+, x-) = -$JY+, w-, JZ,)), 
(Y_ 0 z_, X_) = $(Y-, @(X_, z-))) 
w+ 0 z-, X,) = &t/Y+, ?h(JX+, Z-j), 
(Y- 0 z+, X,) = &(Y-, @(JX+, JZ,)). 
(The last formula in [3, (1) p. 3341 contains a misprint and the factor l/2/2 is missing at the end 
of the computation in [3, (3) p. 3341.) 
The classification of isometry classes of Alekseevskian ‘V-spaces can now be reduced to the 
classification of equivalence classes of special isometric mappings (see Prop. 2.23). The latter and 
its consequences will be presented in Sect. 2.2. This will correct/refine [3, Thm. 10.11. 
2. Classification and basic facts 
The theoretical physicists de Wit and Van Proeyen have discovered that Alekseevsky’s clas- 
sification [3] is not complete (a very rough sketch of their argument is given in the appendix of 
[IO]). In [ 121 they classify certain homogeneous N = 2 supergravity models in d = 5 spacetime 
dimensions. Owing to a connection between N = 2 supergravity and Alekseevsky spaces, which 
was used earlier by Cecotti [8], they conclude from the result of their classification that there 
should exist Alekseevskian spaces missing in [3]. Furthermore they conjecture that the absence 
of these spaces is merely due to an error in the calculations of [3]. 
Motivated by [12] we have examined [3] with the intention of smoothing out possible errors 
and thus completing the original classification. Our results confirm de Wit’s and Van Proeyen’s 
discovery. 
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We found that the classification of Alekseevskian spaces of rank 3 is indeed flawed by a 
miscalculation. Correcting it and completing the classification guided by Alekseevsky’s example 
one arrives at the result that the original classification includes only the first member of a family 
‘J(p), p = 0, 1, 2 . ., of rank 3 spaces (see Sect. 2.1). 
The classification of rank 4 spaces is slightly obscured by a subtle conceptual error which leads 
to the identification of non-isomorphic spaces (see Sect. 2.2). 
We give the new examples explicitly as Alekseevskian Lie algebras, in contrast to [ 121, where 
the corresponding N = 2 supergravity theories in CJ = 5 are discussed. 
2. I. Rtrtlk 3 
Alekseevsky’s classification of the Kahlerian Lie algebras of type 2 that admit a Q-represen- 
tation (see [3, Sect. 8 Prop. on p. 3291) is not complete. Before completing it by Prop. 2.1. we 
remind the reader of the pertinent (correct) results obtained in [3, Sect. 81 and point out the error 
in computation which cut short Alekseevsky’s arguments. 
From [3, Sect. 81 we know that every Kahlerian Lie algebra (u. J) of type 2 which posses a 
Q-representation is of the form u = fa + 140, where 140 is a semi-direct sum of two elementary 
Kahlerian Lie algebras ,f, + xl and f2, [f,. fz] = 0 and adlz I,, is a non-degenerate symplectic 
representation. One of the two key algebras fI. ,f~ has root 1 and will be denoted by j“, In 
accordance with [3, Sect. 81, the other has root l/& and will be denoted by ,f. 
Under the assumption that LL has a Q-representation T. it is shown in 13, Sect. X] that the T,, I,,, 
for 1/ E fo + fl + .fr are uniquely determined by the properties of a Q-representation. With 
respect to the orthonormal basis 
P+ := i(E;r,, + H’ + &H), QT := h- = i(G(, - G’ + a,. 
Yo := -$c, + 0). & := jP, = $-tic, + I-F,. 
i, := ;if& + H’ - %m), e- := e_ = f(& - G’ - &G) 
of .& + fi + ,?I they are given by the following formulas, valid on ,?r. 
TH, = $( P+ @ P+ + PO @ PO + P- @ P-) 
- go+ 63 0; + eo @ 00 + ii,- @ Q-l, 
T(;,=-P~~Qo-P+~~~-P-~~-. 
TH = +(p+ @ P+ - p- 63 p- + 0,. @ & - & @ &). 
1-F) 
In addition, it is shown that T,,.fi, = 0. Finally, T,,, = :Id and TG,, = 0 holds for every Q-repre- 
sentation (Ql). 
Under 13. point 8 on p. 3281 it is (erroneously) claimed that the above formulas cannot be 
extended to define a Q-representation unless .Y := x1 = 0. Accordingly Alekseevsky rinds only 
one Kahlerian Lie algebra of type 2 which has a Q-representation (defined by the above formulas). 
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The proof of this claim contains a miscalculation. The first line of the computation should read: 
0 = (TG~ TX, - TX, TG~) &O = ~(TG~ Jy+ + Tx+fii) - w (Gi) X+. 
Remark 2.1. Apart from condition (Q2) of the definition of Q-representation (Def. 1.8) we 
only use that 0(X+) = 0 and w(Gi) = - 1/4pi, which follows from the structure equation 
4do = p = (J., .) (see [3, Lemma 5.31). 
Now. the last line should read: 
TG, Jx+ + TH,~+ = 41X+ + 2~ (Gi) 2+ = ’ 2,. 
For fi = f ‘, i. e. pi = 1, this does not imply anything new, since we know already that TftZ = 0. 
In particular, we cannot conclude that x = 0. The proposition in [3, Sect. 8, p. 3291 should be 
replaced with the following. 
Proposition 2.1. Every Kahlerian Lie algebra (u, J) of type 2 which admits a Q-representation 
is (up to scaling) of the form u = fo + ug, where 
uo = fl +x1 + f2 
is a semi-direct orthogonal sum of the elementary Kahlerian Lie algebras f’, + x1 and f2 with 
root 1 and 1 /fi respectively. The key algebras fi = span { Gi, Hi} commute. ad, Ix, is a non- 
degenerate symplectic representation with weight decomposition xl = x+ + x_, x_ = Jx+. 
Furthermore, u has a unique Q-representation T : u + End(G). Let m: u + u” denote, as 
usual, the corresponding isometry of Euclidean vector spaces. Then, with respect to the orthonor- 
ma1 basis 
offo+fl+f;,Tisgivenby 
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?x,=p,~x++~po~~+~~~_-~~+~(ii,. 
Tx_=P_~X_+~Po~~+~~~+-~~_~eo. 
In particular, Tfz IX, is a non-degenerate symplectic representation with weight decomposition 
Xl = x+ +x.-. 
Proof. We take up our previous exposition. Next, we show that the conditions (Ql-8) for Q-re- 
presentations uniquely determine TX and T,x for X E x1 and F E f. First, we compute the 
covariant derivative Vx of u for X E x1 = x+ + x__: 
Vx, = ; (CLIHI f ~2H2) A Jf* + ; WlGl f ~2G2) A JXi. 
Where ,LLI, p.2 E { 1, l/A} are the corresponding roots of the key algebras fr , f2. V A W 
(V. W E u) denotes the skew endomorphism V ~3 W - W @ V of u (see Sect. 1, Remark 1.2). 
From this we obtain immediately the skew part of the operators TX by (Q4) observing that 
o(X) = 0 (see structure equation in Remark 2.1). 
T;; = &L#& f ,LL~Z?~) A 2, + && f p2ti2) A fi, (9 
Now we can already compute TF for F E f: 
T&‘s T;ymJ;li(e=6)T;;mfi ‘2 c*[TH, T;:]fi 
=c,(T~(-~XI)-T:ri(Ho+H’)} 
= -THXi. - fc+T;! fi’ , 
where 
I 
4/a if f = fi, c*: = 
f4/-JZ if f = f2. 
(a) holds, because due to [3, Sect. 7(Al) and Prop. 7. Id]) we have TH, = Tiy”. We conclude 
8THX+ = -2c+T3’ = L fc+X* if f = fi c*X* 1 = &2&X,. (6) if f = f2 
According to [3, Table A, Cor. 7.21, 
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(Q5) and equation (6) give 
Adding these two expressions yields 
Tclx, = 0, TGIx_ = -+.hJ, . 
The operators Tiym can now be computed using the following equation 
(7) 
We have to discuss two cases. 
1) First, we consider the case when f = fi and f’ = f2. In this case we will see that u has no 
Q-representation, if x1 # 0. 
With the help of the equations (5), (7) and the knowledge of TH, = TH (equations (4) and (6)) 
we compute: 
From this it follows that 
[TX,. TJX,] s-ir; = 2, . 
But T being a representation implies 
[TX-, TJX,] K = Tlx+,~x+,~ = ;hr,,r+ = ++. 
This is only possible, if x1 = 0. 
2) Suppose now that f = f2 and f’ = ft. From the equations (5), (7) and the knowledge of 
TH, = THI we obtain this time 
Choose a Euclidean vector space U isometric to u and an isometry -: u + 11. Then the formulas 
just derived for T define a linear mapping T : u + End(i). It is straightforward to check that 
T is a representation and that it fulfills the conditions (Ql) and (Q7). Therefore, we can make a 
metric Lie algebra out of t := u + u” using the procedure explained in Thm. 1.3. 
According to Thm. 1.3, T is a Q-representation, if and only if (t, q) is an Alekseevskian Lie 
algebra. The latter statement is contained in the more precise information which we will derive 
in the following (see Cor. 2.4 and 2.1O(ii)). 0 
Definition 2.1. Let u = fo + fi +x1 + f2 be an admissible Kahlerian Lie algebra as in Prop. 2.1, 
p = dim@ x1 = dirniw x+ E {0, 1, 2, . . .) and T : u -+ End(u) the representation given there. We 
willdenoteby (t(p), (., .), q) or short by (t, q) the metric Lie algebra with quaternionic structure 
defined at the end of the proof of Prop. 2.1 on u + i with the help of T. The corresponding family of 
simply connected Lie groups with left-invariant metric will be denoted by ‘T(p) (p = 0. 1, 2, . . .), 
and we will speak of T-spaces. 
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Proposition 2.2. t = t(p) is 4-step solvable. The derived Lie algebra n = [t. t] is l-step 
nilpotent, if p # 0. For t (0) it is 5-step nilpotent. 
Proof. Derived series Dj+‘t = [Djt, ‘Djt] (‘Dot = t, j = 0, 1, 2, .) oft: 
D’t = n = al. where a = span{ H, 1 i = 0. 1,2} . 
For p # 0 we get 
D’t = [n. n] = span {Go, Gi} + X+ + span{&. p+. PP. 00. e.+} +X-l . 
‘D)‘t = span{Ga} + span{&. p+, p-1 +X+, D3t =o. 
For p = 0 we obtain 
D,‘t = span (Go} + span{&. @+. p_. 00, e+}. 
D”t = span(Go} , ‘D4t = 0. 
Central series Zj+‘n = [n, Zjn] (Z’n = II, j = 0, 1. 2, . . .) of 12: 
Z’m = [n, n] = D,'t . 
For p # 0: 
Z2n = [n, Z’n] = span (Go, Gi} + span{&, p+, i_, e+] + Xl , 
Z”n = span {Go} + span{ &. p+, p_} -t- X+ , 
Z4n = span (Go} + span{ PO, p+} , 
z’n = span (Go} + span{ ?+} , 
Z6n = span (Go} . 
X7n = 0. 
For p = 0: 
Z2n = span (Go} + span{&, b+, e+]. 
Z3n = span (Go} + span{ p+} , 
Z4n = span (Go} , 
Z”n=O. 0 
Definition 2.2. (see [24, Introduction]) A solvable Lie algebra s is of fwasawa type, if 
1. s = a + n, where a is an Abelian subalgebra and n = [s, s]. 
2. All adA, A E a are semisimple. 
3. There is an A0 E a such that adAo ],1 has only eigenvalues with positive real part. 
Remark 2.2. The classic example of a Lie algebra of Iwasawa type is the solvable part of the 
Iwasawa decomposition of the isometry algebra of a symmetric space of non-compact type (cf. 
[ 14, Ch. VI, Sect. 3, Ch. VII, Lemma 2.20 and Ch. IX, Sect. 11). 
Proposition 2.3. t (p) is of Iwasawu type and all operators adA, A E a, are diagonali~able oL>er WI. 
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Proof. We set a = span {Hi 1 i = 0, 1,2}. The proof of Prop. 2.2 shows that t is solvable and 
thatn=a’.LetAEa,i.e.A=C~=oaiHi,ai ER,andletpi ~{l,l/fi}betherootofthe 
key algebra fi . adA has the following eigenspace decomposition: 
adAl, =O, 
adAGi = ai/LiGi , 
adAl,, = ;(ui f +/&)Id, 
ad,& = ; (ac +a~) &, 
adAp* = ;@~+a1 f z/za&, 
a&t& = ; (Uo -al) 00, 
ad,& = +(Uo -al f d%&+, 
adA I:+ = $20 f $&Id. 
Finally, A0 := 3Ha + Hz + HI satisfies the third condition of Def. 2.2. Cl 
Corollary 2.4. t (p) is real solvable. 
Proof. We give a basis B with respect to which the ad A, A E a, are real diagonal matrices and 
the adN, N E 12, are lower triangular matrices with zeroes on the diagonal. For a subspace y c t 
let ‘BY denote any basis of y. 
‘B := (% %_, Gz, K+, Gi, e-7 p-7 00, 8+, %_, %+, PO, p+, Go). 0 
We describe the decomposition I = a + IZ more accurately. For b c t let zent(b) (resp. 
norm(b) ) be the centralizer (resp. normalizer) of b in t. 
Proposition 2.5. The following holds for t : 
(i) a is an (Abelian) Curtan subalgebra. 
(ii) n is the nilradical. 
(iii) zent(t) = 0. In particular, t(p) has rank 3. 
Proof. (i) follows e.g. from Def. 2.2. 
(ii) : None of the endomorphisms adA 1,1, A E a - {0}, is nilpotent, therefore 12 is the maximal 
nilpotent ideal. 
(iii) : On the one hand zent(t) C zent(u) = a by (i), on the other hand zent(t) c n by (ii), so 
zent(t) = 0. 0 
The roots of the Lie algebra t(p) with respect to the Cartan subalgebra a (see Prop. 2.5(i)) can 
be read from the eigenspace decomposition given in the proof of Prop. 2.3. 
Definition 2.3. Let s be a Lie algebra of Iwasawa type and St+ its set of roots with respect to the 
Cartan subalgebra a. We will say that the roots of s form a root system, if Q := 52+ U -S2+ is a 
root system. 
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Proposition 2.6. The following holds in the sense of DeJ: 2.3: 
(i) The roots oft (0) form a root system isomorphic to the root system b3. 
(ii) For p # 0 th e roots oft(p) do not form a root system. 
(The isomorphism type of the root system of t(0) is indicated in [3, Table 11.) 
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Proof. If we identify a and a* by means of the metric Lie algebra’s inner product, the roots 
52+(p) of t(p) will be 
n+(O) = {p;Hi (i =0, 1,2), $(Hef HI), Pi, -JQ*} and 
n-,(p) = {piHi, i(PiHi f PjHj) (0 < i < j < 2), P+, -JQ*}, 
if p # 0. We recall: 
P4, = ;(HO + HI f AH,), - JQ* = ;(H,, - HI f AH,). 
If a = R+ U -R+ is a root system, then for every root h E S2 there is a rejection along A that 
leaves s2 invariant (see [ 14, Ch. X, Sect. 3.1, Def. on p. 4561). We suppose that fl (p), p # 0, is a 
root system and will derive a contradiction. Let u be the reflection along h = (Ho + l/a H2> /2 
which leaves a(p) invariant. Since neither h + H1 nor ), - Hi lies in Sz, a’Hi = Hi must hold 
(see [14, Ch. X, Lemma 3.41). As well, h f P- q! R and h f JQ- +! s2 imply (J P- = P- and 
(I J Q- = J Q_. Therefore, 0 is the Euclidean reflection with respect to h’ and one obtains e.g. 
aHo = -$(Ho + 21/2H2) $52. This shows (ii). 
(i): It is easy to check that the Euclidean reflection uA with respect to h’ leaves the set a(O) 
invariant for all h E R (0). In addition, the numbers c(p, h) defined by 
DAP = CL - C(P, h)h 9 A, P E Q(O) (8) 
are integers, which can be checked easily using the formula c(w, h) = 2(~, h)/]A.]’ (see [14, Ch. 
X, Sect. 3.1, Lemma 3.31). Thus, we see that n (0) is a (reduced) root system. In order to determine 
its isomorphism type we give a basis ‘B of the root system and compute the corresponding Cartan 
matrix (c@, P))~+B. As basis we choose the simple roots of R+: 
23 = (HI, -JQ_, ;&Hz). 
The Cartan matrix of Q (0) with respect to ‘B reads 
i 
2-l 0 
-1 2 -2 
o-1 2 
Therefore, fi (0) Z b3 (see [ 14, Ch. X, Sect. 3.3, p. 4631). 0 
Next, we study the Levi-Civita connection oft. From the formulas for the covariant derivative 
one sees, on the one hand, that (t , q) is quatemionic Kahlerian, on the other hand, they serve as a 
basis for curvature computations in Ch. 3. 
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Proposition 2.7. The following subalgebras oft are totally geodesic: 
a, Cf,, ~0, 24 (1 C (0, 1,2)). 
icl 
Proof. Trivial check using the Koszul formula. 0 
Proposition 2.8. t (p’) is a quaternionic subalgebra oft (p), if p’ < p. In particular, the inclusion 
t (p’) c t(p) is totally geodesic. 
Proof. Choose xl C x- with dimxl_ = p’. Set x’ := xl + Jx’ and U’ := Ci fi + x’. Then 
t(p’> 2’ u’ + 2 is a quaternionic subalgebra. Quaternionic subalgebras are totally geodesic, 
according to Thm. 1.2(i). Cl 
Proposition 2.9. The covariant derivative oft is given by (A E a, X+ E xk): 
VA =o, 
VG~ = -Go A HO - +j 0 Pr, , 
vfi, = -;(& A Ho + & A HI + & A H2 - 6, A Go - Go A Gt - G, A G2), 
“,q> = -;(& A (Ho + HI) + (I& + &) A H2 - ti2 A (Go + Gt)) 
+ ~((Go + 61) A G2 - i&J2 0 (Pr,++.f+ - Pr,_+,-)), 
Vi;, = -+(G, A Ho + 6, A Hl - ‘5 A H2) - ;(fil A Go + go A G, - fi2 A Gz), 
vi;? = 462 A (Ho - HI) + (60 - 6,) A H2 + I?2 A (Go - Gt)) 
- i((fio - fit) A G2 + f&J, 0 (Pr,++i_ - Pr,_+,+)), 
V,* = -+(x+ A (Ho f ;&Hz) - z A (Go f i&G?) 
+ (& f ifi&) A x+ - (Go f ;z/ZG2) A JX*). 
Here Pr, denotes the orthogonalprojection on the subspace v c t, and V A W = V @ W - W @ V 
denotes the skew endomorphism S H V (W, S) - W (V, S) oft. 
Proof. We have computed the covariant derivatives V (I, U E u, by means of the Koszul for- 
mula, observing Prop. 2.7 and 2.8. The operators Vu lU result from the vanishing of the torsion 
(U,, u2 E u): 
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[ii. i;] c Ll yields V;- II c u, by the Koszul formula. Therefore, we can compute the remaining op- 
erators Vu Ii by using the compatibility of the covariant derivative and the metric (U, I/I, 1/z E II ): 
(V,,& U) = -(Ii&. V,,cJ). 0 
Corollary 2.10. The following holds in the sense ofDejY 1.5: 
(i) (U . 1) is Kiihlerian. 
(ii) (t, q) is quaternionic Ktihleriarz. 
Proof. (i): From the formulas for the covariant derivative of the totally geodesic subalgebra u we 
see that kos(r4) c zent(J). 
(ii) : The formulas in Prop. 2.9 allow us to infer immediately that 
1. VA = 0 for A E u. 
2. V&. C’,<, E q, 
3. VW E zent(q) for W E x1 + Go, 
3. Vc;, E zent(J,), i = 0. 1, 2. In particular, (l-3), VNI E q + zent(q) for W E ( JdL. 
Claim: VC;, E span {J1} + zent(q) c q + zent(q). We define o,, by: 
V(;, = -$J, + o,, . i = 0. 1. 
We have to show that o,, E zent(q). Because of 4. we only need to show o,;, E zent( J:!). 
Obviously it is sufficient to check [PC,, J2]lu = 0. 
[‘Q, Jz] II, = +(G oAHo+G,AHI-~J~oPr,)+~(G?r\H?-~J?cPr_,) 
= +Jj = [-?J,, J?]. 3 
Cor. 2.4, Prop. 2.5 and Cor. 2.10 imply that (t, q) is an Alekseevskian Lie algebra of rank 3. 
That finishes the proof of Prop. 2.1, and the classification of Alekseevsky spaces of rank 3 goes 
as follows. 
Theorem 2.11. There exists a family 7’(p), p = 0, 1, 2. . ., ofAlekseevskian spaces of rank 3 
and qfquaternionic dimension p + 3. Any Alekseevsky space ofrank 3 is (14~ to scaling) isometric 
to one of these spaces. 
T(O) is isometric to the symmetric space SOo(3,4)/ (SO(3) x SO(4)) of scalar curvature 
-30. All the other 7(p) are not symmetric. 
Proof. The only question that is left to be answered is which of the spaces 7(p) are symmetric. 
The 12-dimensional non-compact Grassmann manifold SOo(3.4)/ (SO(3) x SO(4)) is the only 
symmetric space of non-compact type which is quaternionic Kghlerian and has rank 3 (see [6, 
14.52 Table]). According to Prop. 2.1, 7(O) is the only Alekseevsky space of rank 3 and of real 
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dimension 3 - 4 = 12. Thus, up to scaling, 
T(0) 2 
SOo(3,4) 
SO(3) x SO(4) 
and all the other T(p) are not symmetric. 
The reduced scalar curvature sk, of 7(O) coincides, due to Thm. 1.2 (i) and (iii), with the reduced 
scalar curvature sk, = - l/2 of the canonical onedimensional quatemionic subalgebra fu+fe. So, 
in accordance with equation 3, the scalar curvature of ‘J(0) is sk = 4.3(3+2).(-i) = -30. 0 
2.2. Rank 4 
The Alekseevskian spaces of rank 4 are the W- and V-spaces reviewed in the Sections 1.2 and 
1.3. The main aim of this section is to clarify the classification of V-spaces. Nevertheless, with 
the purpose of rounding off our exposition, we begin with a discussion of W-spaces similar to 
that of T-spaces in the previous section. 
The fact that the metric Lie algebras w (p, q) and n (@I> are Alekseevskian is due to the circum- 
stance that they are constructed from Q-representations (see Thm. 1.3 and Thm. 1.4). Alternatively 
one could check directly that they are real solvable and quatemionic Kahlerian. We have pursued 
this approach for the T-spaces in Sect. 2.1 (cf. Cor. 2.4, Prop. 2.9 and Prop. 2.10) and for the W- 
spaces in [9,11.3-4]. We shall not insist on this stand-point in order to avoid too much redundancy. 
Proposition 2.12. w = w (p, q) is 4-step solvable. The derived Lie algebra n = [w , w] is 7-step 
nilpotent, if (p, q) # (0,O). F or W (0,O) it is 5-step nilpotent. 
Proof. Derived series: 
DW = [w, W] = span{Gi 1 i = 0, 1,2,3} + ~1 + ii. 
D*w = span{Go, Gi} + y+ + L+ + span{pi, & 1 i = 0, 1,2,3; a! = 1,2,3} + Xi, 
if (P, 4) # (0, 0). 
In the case p = q = 0 one obtains 
D*w = span{Go} + span{pi, 0, ( i = 0, 1,2,3; cx = 1,2,3} 
and thus 
ID3w = span{Go}, 
D4w =o. 
For (p, q) # (0,O) one has 
D3w = span{Go) + span{& 02, 03) + j+ + Z+, 
D4w = 0. 
Central series of n: 
zn=[n,n]=D*w, 
Z*n = [n, Zn] . 
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For p = q = 0: 
Z’n = span{Go} + span{&, & 1 a! = 1,2,3}, 
Z3n = span{Go} + span{ PO}, 
Z4n = span{Go}, 
ZSn = 0. 
For (p, q> # (0.0): 
Z'n = span{Go, G,] + span{&, PI, etY ( a = 1.2. 3) + Xl, 
Z”n = span{Go} + span{& PI, 02, &} + j+ + Z+. 
Z4n = span{Go} + span{&, 02, ej}. 
Z’n = span{Go} + span{ PO}, 
Z6n = span{Go}, 
Z’n=O. 0 
Proposition 2.13. w(p, q) is of Iwasawa lype and the adA, A E a, have the following eigenspace 
decomposition 
adAa =o, 
adAG; = a;G; , 
a&i,., = $ (al kadId, 
a&I,, = i (al * ad Id, 
adA& =$(UofUlfUz+Uj)&, 
adAF@ =~(Uo+a,-U~-Un,)~u. 
adA~o=~(ao-aI-az-a3)jZO. 
ad~~,=~(a~-a,+aB+a,)~,. 
ad,&, = $ (a0 f aI> Id, 
ad& = $ (a0 f a4 Id , 
whereA=C~Loa,Hj,a; ??IR,and{cx,~,y}={l,2,3}. 
Proof. A0 := ‘7Ho + 3H1 + 2H2 + H3 satisfies the third condition of Definition 2.2. Cl 
Proposition 2.14. The following holds for w : 
1. a is an (Abelian) Cartan subalgebra. 
2. n is the nilradical. 
3. zent(w ) = 0. In particular, w has rank 4. 
Proof. Same proof as for Prop. 2.5 0. 
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The following information together with Prop. 2.22 serves to recognize the symmetric spaces 
in the list of Alekseevskian spaces of rank 4. The corresponding discussion is postponed until 
Thm. 2.28. 
Proposition 2.15. (see [3, Table 11) The roots ofw(p, q) with respect to the Curtun subalgebra 
a (I$ DeJ: 2.3): 
(i) form a root system isomorphic to d4, if p = q = 0; 
(ii) form a root system isomorphic to bq, if either p = 0 or q = 0; 
(iii) do notform a root system, if p # 0 and q # 0. 
Proof. The roots s2+(p, q) can be read from the eigenspace decomposition of Prop. 2.13. If 
p#Oandq#Otheyare(i=0,1,2,3;~~=1,2,3): 
For q = 0 $ (HI f Hz) and i (HO & H3) have to be dropped. For p = 0 i(H1 f H3) and 
i (Ho f Hz) have to be dropped. 
First, we assume that Q (p, q) (p # 0 and q # 0) forms a root system and deduce a contradic- 
tion. Let (T be the reflection along h := i (Hi + H3) which leaves 52 (p, q) invariant. Since neither 
h + i(Z-Zi + Hz) nor h - i(Hi + Hz) lies in s2(p, q), we must have a(Hi + Hz) = Hi + Hz. 
By the same token a(H1 - Hz) = H, - H2 and a(Ho f H3) = Ho 41 H3. Thus, 0 = Id, which 
is not a reflection. This shows (iii). 
For h E a - {0} let a~ denote the Euclidean reflection with respect to h’. We observe 
(i = 0, 1, 2, 3): 
1. a~~, api and (T+!Qi leave G (p, q) invariant. 
2. a~,+y and a,y,k~* leave S2(p, 0), p # 0, invariant. 
3. a,y,k~~ and a~,,hy leave Q(0, q), q # 0, invariant. The condition c(,u, h) E Z may be 
checked for h, ,LL E R (p, 0) as indicated in the proof of Prop. 2.6. This proves that SYZ (p, q) is a 
root system, if p = 0 or q = 0. 
Next, we compute the isomorphism type of the root system. A basis of Cl (p, 0) (p # 0) is 
%,o := (HI, - JQ3. Ho, -;Wo - H2)). 
A basis of R (0, 0) is 
Bo.0 := (-JQo, PO, -JQl, -JQ2). 
The Cartan matrix of IBi.0 reads 
Alekseevskian spaces 
and that of B,-,J is 
i -1 2-l o 1 2 -1 0 2 -1 0 . 2I 
This determines the isomorphism type to be b4 and d4 respectively (see [14, Ch. X, Sect. 3.3, pp. 
462-4641). 0 
Next we compute the Levi-Civita connection of w part of which we will use for curvature 
computations in Ch. 3. 
Proposition 2.16. The following subalgebras of w are totally geodesic: 
(1, c.fi. fi+f3+yt fi+f2+z. uo, u (I c{O,1.2,3}). 
iEl 
Proof. Easy computation using the Koszul formula. 0 
Proposition 2.17. w (p’, q’) is a quaternionic subalgebra of w (p, q), if p’ 6 p and q’ < q. In 
particular, the corresponding inclusion is totally geodesic. 
Proof. Cf. proof of Prop. 2.8. 0 
Proposition 2.18. The covariant derivative of w (p, q) is given by thefollowingformulas (A E a, 
X+ E x+, Y+ E y+ and Z+ E z+>. 
V* = 0, 
&If, =-J, VGolu, = 0, 
VG,Ix, = -iJ, VG, Ifo+fi+f? = 0 3 
Vc21: = -; J, VG*Ij"+f.l+f~+j = 0. 
VG,Ix = -;J, VGJIf"+ji+f2+i = 0, 
Vc,I,j = ;JI 1 Vcolrio = -+J, , 
VG, I*, = 0 3 VG, IJO+~~+,J = -; JI 3 
'17G* If = 0, wj,+fi+f)+\: = -$J1 3 
VG31r = 0, vdjo+j,+~f,+i = -;JI . 
Vx, E zent(q), ifX1 E ~1 = Y + z. The operators OX,, X1 E x1, are thus already determined 
by the following restrictions: 
'Wa+!._+z- = ;u-b - H3) A Y-, vy+Irc+x++z+ = #I1 + H3) A Y+, 
VZ_la+\-_+z_ = #I1 - H2) A z-, VZ+la+T++i+ = ;(H, + H2) A z,. 
Vfi,, = -;J2, VGO = ;J3. 
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VP E zent(q), if V E ug. Therefore, it suffices to give restrictions ({a, /I, y} = {I, 2, 3)) 
v~~I,=-~(~~~Ho+tio~H,+tfi,~Hg+~~~H,), 
vfi, I&+z_ = 0 9 Yq2 Iv- = ; Jz , Vtj2Iz- = 0, 
v, I!‘- = 0 ? V,q,lI,_ = $Jz, 
v,~la=-~(G~~Ho+Go~H,-Gy~Hg-~~~~~), 
06, I!‘_+z- = 0 t V&- = +J3, &* Iz- = 0 t 
V&- = 0, V& = ;Jj, 
Vf_ la+y_+i- = f (Ho - H2) A y- 3 “f+ la+.v++E+ = ;wo + H2) A f+ t 
v2_ la+?‘_+i_ = @lo - &) A z- , vi+ la+y++z+ = #) + H3) A 2,. 
Proof. Similar to that of Prop. 2.9. 0 
For more details concerning W-spaces the reader is referred to [9], where e.g. the automorphism 
group of the metric Lie algebras w(p, 4) is determined. 
We have explained in Sect. 1.3 how the Alekseevskian V-spaces V(e) are constructed out of 
special isometric mappings II/. It is clear that equivalent (see Def. 1.10) special isometric mappings 
yield isometric V-spaces by this construction. 
The classification of V-spaces is based on that of special isometric mappings and this is in turn 
based on the classification of &-graded Clifford modules. The correction which we shall note 
concerns [3, Thm. 10.11 (not to be mixed up with Prop. lO.l), i.e., the classification of special 
isometric mappings up to equivalence which we carry out in Prop. 2.26 (cf. Prop. 2.25). Before 
going into that, we will mention some basic facts which are independent of the choice of special 
isometric mapping @. 
Proposition 2.19. The Lie algebra v = v(e) is 5-step solvable. Its derived Lie algebra II = [v, v] 
is 11 -step nilpotent. 
Proof. Derived series: 
B)‘v = [v, v] = ui, wherea=span{Hi li=O,1,2,3}. 
In the following we use that @(X_, .) : Z- + y- (X- E x- - (0)) is an isomorphism and that 
the bilinear mappings (V, W) H [V, W] and (V, W) H V o W = 2Vv W, from the product of 
two of the spaces x, y, z into the third, are completely determined by @, according to the Remark 
1.3. We use e.g. [x-, z-1 = x- 0 z- = y-. 
B2v = [n, n] = span {Gi 1 i = 0, 1,2} + y + z+ +x+ 
+ span{Pi, 0, (i =0, 1,2,3; cz = 1,2,3}+j+Z+X, 
D3v= span{Go,Gl}+z++span(P,,g~ lcr=O,l; B=1,2,3}+j;+Z+X+, 
!D4v = span {Go} + span{ pa, &} + Z+ , 
D5v=0. 
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Central series of n: 
Z’n = [FL n] = ‘D*v , 
X*FZ = [u, ‘D2v] = span {Gi 1 i = 0, 1,2} + y+ + Z+ 
+span{~~,&~i=0,1,2;~=1.2,3}+j+~+~, 
Z3n = span{Ga, Gi}+z++ span{Pi, & 1 i = 0, 1,2; cx = 1,2,3)+j+i+X+. 
2?n= span{Gc,Gi}+ span{Fi,& )i=O,l; a= 1,2,3}+j++Z+i+, 
Z”n = span {Go} + span{ Pi, & 1 i = 0, 1; u = 2.3) + j+ + Z+ + X+ , 
Z6n = span {Go} + span{ pa, 0, I a = 2,3} + j+ + X+ . 
2”n = span {Go} + span{ pa, es} + _i+ , 
Z!rz = span {Go} + span{ pa, &} , 
T?n = span {Go} + span{ &} , 
Z”n = span{Ga} , 
r”n = 0. J 0 
Proposition 2.20. v = a + [v, v] is of Iwasawa type and the adA, A E a, have the following 
eigenspace decomposition 
adAa = 0, ad*Gi = uiG; , 
adA&, = i (al fadId, adA I.:+ = i 6% f ad Id, 
adAIz+ = i (ai f u2) Id, adA If+ = i (a0 f ~3) Id. 
adA Ix= = + (~2 f ~3) Id, ad,&, = i(ao*al>Id, 
adA PO = t (ao + al + u2 + a3) PO, 
adA p, = i (ua + aU - ug - aY) p, , 
adA&=+(uo-ui -a*-a3)&, 
adn~u=~(Uo-U,+UBfU,)~,. 
HereA=&,aiHi,ai ~IR,and{a,/?,~}={1,2,3}. 
Proof. A0 := 7Ho + 3 H1 + 2H2 + H3 satisfies the third condition of Definition 2.2. ??
Proposition 2.21. The following holds for v: 
1. a is an (Abelian) Cartan subalgebra. 
2. n is the nilradical. 
3. zent(v) = 0. In particular, v has rank 4. 
Proof. Same proof as for Prop. 2.5. 0 
The remark preceding Prop. 2.15 refers to the following proposition as well. 
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Proposition 2.22. (see [3, Table 11) The roots of v(e) with respect to the Cartan subalgebra a 
form a root system isomorphic to f4. 
Proof. The roots Q+ of v(q) can be read from the eigenspace decomposition of Prop. 2.20: 
52+ = {Hj, i(Z-J, f Hj) (0 < i < j < 3), PO, -.I&, -P,, JQIy (a! = 1,2,3)}. 
As in the proof of Prop. 2.6, one can check that for every h E .Q+ the Euclidean reflection with 
respect to h’ leaves fi = 0+ U -!A+ invariant and that c(p, h) E Z for all /.L, h E a. Thus, SJ 
is a root system. 
If we choose the simple roots 
‘.B = (-JQo, H3, $-h - H3), ;W, - Hz)) 
of Q+ as basis of the root system, then the Cat-tan matrix reads 
Therefore, 5-J Z f4 (see [ 14, Ch. X, Sect. 3.3, p. 4741). Cl 
Next, we settle the question in which cases two special isometric mappings define isometric 
v-spaces. The adequate concept is that of equivalence (see Def. 1.10). 
Proposition 2.23. Two V-spaces V(e) and V(@‘) are isometric, if and only if the special iso- 
metric mappings + and I@’ are equivalent. 
Proof. The notation for vectors Hi, Gi , . . . and subspaces fi , u, . . . of v(e) will be as up to 
now. Vectors and subspaces of v(+‘) will be marked out by a prime: H/, Gi, f;, u’, . . . 
As already mentioned (see Sect. 1.1 p. 130) V(e) and V(@‘) are isometric, if and only if the 
corresponding metric Lie algebras v = v(e) and v’ = v(@‘) are isomorphic. It is clear that 
equivalent special isometric mappings yield isomorphic metric Lie algebras. 
Conversely, let 4 : v + v’ be an isomorphism of metric Lie algebras. We show that @ and I+Y 
are equivalent via $. a = [v, v]’ (together with a’ = [v’, v’]‘) implies $(a) = a’, and 4 maps 
the root spaces of v with respect to a onto the root spaces of v’. 
Claim 1. 4 (Go) E { -Gb, Gb}, 4 (HO) = Hi and 4 (uc) = ub. 
Proof: Z”n = span {Go} (see proof of Prop. 2.19) implies 4 (Go) = %Gb and, as well, 
@ (HO) = H& due to span {HO} = (ker ado,)’ and [HO, Go] = Go. 4 (ug) = ub follows from 
ua = (keradH,) n Ho’ (we recall: ug = fo’ fl u). 
Claim2. #(Gi) E {-G;, G;} and@ (HI) = H;. 
Proof: From span {G 1 } = ( Z4n) fl uo we obtain 4 (Gi) = fG; and by virtue of span {HI} = 
(keradc,)’ fl u (and [HI, Gl] = Gl) we get 4 (HI) = H,’ as well. 
Claim 3. 4 (Gz) E I-G;, Gi}, 4 (HZ) = Hi, #J(Y) = y’, 4 (z*> = & and 4(x) = x’. 
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Proof: y + z is the eigenspace of adH, JU corresponding to the eigenvalue $, thus $(y $- 
Z) = .v’ + z’. (z*n) n u. n (G+ n (JJ + z)l = span {Gz} implies 4 (Gz) = fGi, and 
(ker adG,)’ fl u n (y + z)’ = span {Hz} implies 4 (Hz) = Hi. Further, zf is the eigenspace of 
ad,l,. + z corresponding to the eigenvalue &i and hence 4 (zk) = zi and $(y) = .v’. Finally. 
.Y is the eigenspace of ad,,> Iz I n u corresponding to the eigenvalue l/2. 
Claim 4. + (Gj) E I-G;, G;}, 4 (H3) = Hi, 4 (yk) = yi, 4 (z*) = zi and 4 (xi) = .Y; 
Proof: The two first relations result from span {Gs} = uo f? (a + x + y + z>’ n Gf f? G, and 
Npan { H3} = span { Hj 1 i = 0, 1, 2}l na. The rest follows from the three last equations of 3. and 
from the fact that y = y+ + y- and x+ + x- are weight decompositions for the representation< 
adH,I,. and adH,l,. 
The special isometric mapping I+? : x- x z- -+ y- (analogously $‘) is proportional to the 
restriction of t.he Lie product: 
~(x_.2_)=2/2[x_,2_], x- EX_. z_ EL. 
From the fact that 4 is a Lie algebra isomorphism which transfers y-, z- and x_ to y’. :I and 
.r’ respectively we can now conclude 
+--I ($’ (4 (X->, (b (Z-1)) = qJ (X-. z-j . 0 
Prop. 2.23 should be ascribed to D.V. Alekseevsky, although it is not proved in [3], since the 
one-to-one correspondence between isometry classes of Alekseevskian V-spaces on the one hand 
and isomorphism classes of special isometric mappings on the other hand is needed to conclude 
the classification of V spaces up to isometry. 
One may prove similarly that two W-spaces W(p. q) and W(p’. q’) are isometric, if and only 
If {p, 4) = Ip’, 4’). 
We shall now derive the classification of special isometric mappings up to equivalence from 
the well known classification of &graded Clifford modules. For that we will state the connection 
between special isometric mappings and &-graded Clifford modules discovered by Alekseevsky. 
Besides the notion of equivalence we introduce the finer notion of isomorphism for didactic 
reasons. 
Definition 2.4. Let 4 : x + x’ be an isomorphism of Euclidean vector spaces. Two isometric 
mappings @ : x x z -+ y and @’ : x’ x z’ --+ y’ are said to be $-isomorphic. if there are 
rsomorphisms r : z + z’ and u : y + y’ of Euclidean vector spaces such that the following 
diagram commutes: 
XXZZY 
If x = x’ and 4 = Id, we simply speak of isomorphic isometric mappings $r : x x z --+ y and 
$1 : x x 2’ -_, y’. 
Consequently two isometric mappings @ : x x z -+ y and +’ : x’ x z’ + y’ are equivalent, lf 
and only if there is an isomorphism $J : x + x’ such that $ and +!J’ are #-isomorphic. If we consider 
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a fixed isomorphism 4, then the relation of $-isomorphism implies that of equivalence, but, in gen- 
eral, we cannot expect equivalent isometric mappings to be &isomorphic for the given choice of 4. 
As Alekseevsky has observed, a special isometric mapping $ : x x z + y defines in a 
canonical way a &-graded module M$ = MO $ MI over the Clifford algebra U(x). In fact, set 
MO := z, MI := y and define q : x + End(M,) by 
Q(X)Z := @(X, Z)) Q(X)Y := -@‘(X, Y) (X E x, Y E y, z E z) 
(see Def. 2.6), then Q satisfies the relation q(X)’ = -(X, X)Id. 
Definition 2.5. (cf. [3, Sect. lo]) Let x and x’ be Euclidean vector spaces of dimension k 2 1. 
Two &-graded modules M = MO @ Ml and M’ = h$ $ M; over C%(x) and Ce(x’) respectively 
are equivalent, if there is an isomorphism 0 : Cl(x) + 02(x’) of Clifford algebras and an iso- 
morphism t : M + M’ of &-graded vector spaces such that the following diagram commutes: 
CX(x)xM + M 
k is the order of the Clifford module M. Let C#I : x + x’ be an isomorphism of Euclidean vector 
spaces. M and M’ are @-isomorphic, if there is an isomorphism t : M + M’ of &-graded vector 
spaces such that the following diagram commutes: 
The horizontal arrows denote the corresponding restriction of Clifford multiplication. If x = x’ 
and $ = Id, then the &-graded C?(x)-modules M and M’ are said to be isomorphic. 
We recall the classification (up to isomorphism) of &-graded Clifford modules. Let k E 
{ 1, 2, . . .}. We set C& := C~(I@), where JR? is equipped with the standard scalar product. 
It is well known (see e.g. [19, Ch. I, Thm. 5.8, Prop. 5.20 and Prop. 5.41) that for every 
k $ Omod4 there is (up to isomorphism) a unique irreducible i&graded module Mk over 
C& and that for every k = 0 mod 4 there are exactly two irreducible &-graded modules Mkf , 
ML over Cf&. Every &-graded Clifford module over C& is a sum of irreducible &-graded Clif- 
ford modules. As a result, an arbitrary (non-trivial) Z&-graded module over Ct& is of the form 
(PY4 E IO, 1,. . .I; 1, p +q E {I,&. . .}>: 
1. Ml,k := 1 . Mk = Mk $ . . . @ Mk, if k f Omod4; 
2. MP,4:k := p . Mk+ 613 q . Mk-, if k 3 0mod4. 
The relation between the notions of equivalence and &isomorphism is the same as for special 
isometric mappings. 
Proposition 2.24. Let x and x’ be Euclidean vector spaces of dimension > 1. Two &-graded 
modules M and M’ over a(x) and Cl(x’) respectively are equivalent, if and only if there is an 
isomorphism 4 : x + x’ such that M and M’ are &isomorphic. 
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Proof. It is clear that +-isomorphic modules are equivalent. Conversely, suppose M and M’ are 
equivalent and CJ : Ce (x) -+ Ce(x’) is an algebra isomorphism establishing the equivalence (see 
Def. 2.5). 
If k = dimx + 0 mod 4, then, according to our previous remarks, the isomorphism type of the 
module M is already determined by its dimension. Consequently, M and M’ are &isomorphic 
for every isomorphism 4 : x + x’, simply for dimensional reasons. 
If k s 0 mod 4, the automorphism -Id : x + .x induces an automorphism o of the Clifford 
algebra C?(x) which interchanges the two isomorphism classes of irreducible &-graded Cl(x)- 
modules (cf. [19, Prop. 5.91). We decompose M’ into irreducible summands M’j. Let c* M” 
denote the (irreducible) &-graded Ct(x)-module induced by 0. Let 4 : x + x’ be an isomor- 
phism of Euclidean vector spaces and Cp# : C%(x) + Cf(x’) the induced algebra isomorphism. 
According to what we have just said, it is evident that either the &-graded C?(x)-module &* M” 
or (-#)#* M” is isomorphic to (T* MIJ. Without restriction of generality, we assume that &* M” 
is isomorphic to a*M’j for the summand M” in question. Let M” be an other summand and 
(3 : Cl(x) + Ce(x’) an algebra isomorphism. 
If M” and M’j are isomorphic, then so are@* M” and 8” M’j. In particular, $i M” is isomorphic 
to $,* M” and o* M” is isomorphic to Q* M”, so $#‘M” and n* M” are isomorphic. 
If M” and M’j are not isomorphic, then neither are 8* M” and 8’M”. In particular, $#‘M” is not 
isomorphic to 4: M’j and cr* M” is not isomorphic to cr* M’” . Since there are only two isomorphism 
types of &-graded Cl(x)-modules, $iM” and o*M” have to be isomorphic in this case as well. 
In summary, &* M’, a* M’ and M are isomorphic, hence M’ and M are #-isomorphic. 0 
Now we give a slightly refined version of 13, Prop. 10.11 which reduces the classification of 
special isometric mappings up to equivalence to the classification of &-graded Clifford modules 
up to equivalence. Clifford modules will be tacitly assumed to be non-trivial and of order k > 0. 
Proposition 2.25. (cf. [3, Prop. 10.11) (i) Fix a Euclidean vector space x. There is a one-to- 
one correspondence between special isometric mappings @ : x x z + y considered up to 
isomorphism and &-graded C%(x)-modules up to isomorphism. 
(ii) There is a one-to-one correspondence between special isometric mappings of order k con- 
sidered up to equivalence and &-graded Clifford modules of order k up to equivalence. In both 
cases the correspondence is induced by the map I/I I+ Me. 
Proof. Let JI, : Cl(x) + End(M), M = MO@ MI, be a &-graded Clifford module. We choose a 
(positive definite) scalar product (+ , s) on M invariant under the compact group \I, (Pin(x)). (We re- 
call: Pin(x) is the subgroup of the multiplicative group of invertible elements of Ce (x) generated by 
theelementsx ??xwith]X] = l.)Setz:=(M~,(~,~)~M~xM~)andy:=(M~,(~.~)~M~~M~), 
then 
1c’M(X, Z) := Q(X)Z (X E x. z E z) 
defines a special isometric mapping $rM : x x z + y (cf. pf. of [3, Prop. 10.11). The isomor- 
phism type of J/FM does not depend on the choice of invariant scalar product which can be seen by 
decomposing \II]P~~(~) into irreducible summands. What we have just described is a map which 
assigns an isomorphism class (x is fixed) [1c/M] of special isometric mappings to every &-graded 
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a(x)-module M. Q+ H M,,, and M I+ [+,+,I factorize modulo isomorphism relation to mutual 
inverses, from which (i) follows. 
(ii) results from the following remark. Let 4 : x + x’ be an isomorphism of Euclidean vector 
spaces. Two special isometric mappings @ : x x z + y and @’ : x’ x z’ + y’ are #-isomorphic, 
if and only if Me and Met are. 0 
Corresponding to the operations defined for &-graded Clifford modules, sums and &-graded 
tensor products of special isometric mappings can be defined. 
Definition 2.6. (cf. [3, Sect. lo]) Let @ : x x z + y be a special isometric mapping. The 
transpose of r@ is the special isometric mapping r+V : x x y + z defined by 
(1c/‘(X, Y), 2) = (K em, Z>). 
Let 6 : X x 2 + j be a second special isometric mapping and k := x +X, ? := z @Z + y 8 y 
and r := z @ j + y @ 2. The &-graded tensor product @&I+& is the special isometric mapping 
r,G&$:ixi+ydefinedby 
= @(X, Z) 63 2 - @‘(X, Y) 8 Y + z @ lj(X, Z) + Y @ l&X, r>. 
Suppose now that dimx = dimx and fix an isomorphism 4 : x 4 X. The sum + @++ 1,6 is the 
special isometric mapping @ $4 6 : x x (z + Z) + y + j defined by 
$ @$ $(X, z + Z) := @(X, Z) + $J(@(X), 2). 
The equivalence class of I,G & & depends, in general, on the isomorphism 4. In particular, the 
sum is not a well defined operation between equivalence classes of special isometric mappings 
of a fixed order. This detail has been overlooked in [3, Sect. lo], for which reason the statement 
in Thm. 10.1 b) is not well defined and misleading. Herewith, we have essentially anticipated the 
refinement of [3, Thm. 10.11 which will be presented subsequently. 
Now we give the correct classification of &-graded Clifford modules up to equivalence. Due 
to Prop. 2.25, this canonically provides the classification of special isometric mappings up to 
equivalence, which in turn implies the classification of V-spaces up to isometry, thanks to Prop. 
2.23. We replace [3, Thm. 10.11 by the following proposition. 
Proposition 2.26. Let k E { 1, 2, . . .}. 
(i) Two &-graded modules over CXk, k f Omod4, are equivalent, if and only if they are 
isomorphic. 
(ii) Two &-graded modules Mpqq:k and IU~I,~~;~ over C&, k E 0 mod 4, are equivalent, if and 
only if { p, q} = {p’, q’}. In particular, for every k E { 1, 2, . . .} there is exactly one equivalence 
class of irreducible &-graded modules over Cek. 
Proof. (i) is true, since for k f 0 mod 4 non-isomorphic &-graded modules over C& differ in 
dimension. 
(ii) As the categories of &-graded modules over C& and of ungraded modules over C&i 
are equivalent (see [19, Ch. I, Prop. 5.201) we can equally well discuss the induced notion of 
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equivalence for ungraded Clifford modules. 
Assume k s 0 mod4, so according to [19, Ch. I, Thm. 5.81 
C&_, 2 K(n) @ K(n) (as algebras), 
where K(n) denotes the algebra of y1 x n-matrices over the field K, and both II and K E {R, W} 
depend on k as indicated there. We denote by M;_, and Mp,rl:k__l the ungraded Clifford modules 
corresponding to Mt and MP.(l;k respectively. M:_-l resp. Mk_l is given by the standard repre- 
sentation of the first resp. the second K (n)-summand and the trivial representation of the second 
resp. the first K (n)-summand on K”. 
The automorphism A @I B H B @A of C&_, interchanges the K (n)-scmmands, consequently 
RI,,,:k_ 1 and Mq,p:k_l are equivalent. On the other hand, every autcmorphism of CYk_, permutes 
the summands K(n), because K (nj is simple. Therefore, it is sufficient to discuss the effect ot 
an automorphism 4 : X(n) -+ K(n) on the standard representation p of K(n) on K”. p o 4 is 
irreducible, hence isomorphic to p, since simple algebras have only one irreducible representation 
(cf. 118, Ch. XVI& Sect. 4, Cor. 21). 30, for every automorphismcr : Cek-1 + Clk-l the Clifford 
module cx*MP,l,:k-I induced by cx is isomorphic to Mp,q:k_-l or M q,,>:k-i, depending on whethe] 
cy preserves or interchanges the K (n)-summands. 0 
It should be taken into account that, in line with Prop. 2.26, sums of &-graded C&,-modules 
with equivalent summands may fsil to be equivalent, e.g. it is true that 
M,L, @ M+ 4n: - M& $ lb& . but ,f ML, 43 hq;* . 
This has been apparently overlooked in [3], which results in not distinguirhing between modules 
IM p.+m and ~~p~.q~:4m with p + 4 = p’ + q’ = 1. Consequently, the corresponding Alekseevsky 
spaces are denoted by V(1, 4m) in (3, Sect. 101. This notation is ambiguous for I = p +q > 2 and 
should be replaced by V(p, 4: 4m). Therefore, in the following, we will denote by V(I), q; 4m) 
the V-space corresponding to Mp,q;jrn. We set V(!, 4~1) := V(0. 1; 4n1) in harmony with [.3]. We 
conclude this section with a precise formulation or‘ this observation. 
Corollary 2.27. For m. I E { 1, 2, . . .} let V/,4,., &xvte the jbmily (of isometly classes) olAlek- 
seevskian V-spaces corresponding to &-graded C.! enL -modules of (real) dimension 21 N (bin), 
w.here 2 N(k) is the dimension oj’crn irreducible &-graded module over Cek. Then 
V/.4r,, = PYp. q; 4m) IO < p < q. p +q I= 1) , !071,4, = 1 -t- [$/I. 
In particular, fVl.4m 2 2 j?)r I 3 2.?. 
Proof. According to Prop. 2.26. the modules M,,,q:,i n with p+q =: I and0 < p 6 q arepairivise 
rnequivalent, and altogether they represent all the equivalents classes of &-graded C&-modules 
of dimension 21 N (4m). 3 
2.3. Summary 
We summarize the analysis undertaken in the Sections 2.1 and 2.2 in the form of r? corrected 
classification theorem. 
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Alekseevsky space symm. space? rk. dimw 
root 
system? 
4T 
Mm, 1) 
1 
SP(m)SP(l) 
m>l a1 
hermitian symm. 
suu, 2) 
1 1 
U(2) 
a1 
Alekseevsky spaces 
SU(m, 2) 
S(U(m) x u(2)) 
2 ma2 h 
G(2) 
“type 3” (see [3, Sect. S]) 
S&4) 
2 2 g2 
w9 
SOo(3,4) 
SO(3) x SO(4) 3 3 b3 
T’(P), P 2 1 no 3 P+3 no 
WO, 0) 
SOo(4,4) 
SO(4) x SO(4) 4 4 d4 
WO. q), 4 > 1 
SOo(4 + 494) 
SO(q +4) x SO(4) 
4 
q+4 b4 
WP, q), 1 G P < 4 no 4 4+p+q no 
w, 1) 
p.(4) 
sp(3;~Pu) 4 7 .f4 
vu, 2) 
E(2) 
W6;spO) 4 10 f4 
w, 4) 
EC-5) 
Spin(l72)sp(l) 4 16 f4 
WI, 8) 
E(-24) 
dpU) 4 28 f4 
VU, k), k $0 bod4), 
0, k) 9 ((1, 1); Cl,31 no 4 4 + k + 2ZN(k) f4 
V(p, q; k), k = 0 (mod4), 
no 4 
4 + k + 2ZN(k) 
(P + q, k) 6 tO,4); (I,@} (I = P + 4) f4 
Table 1 
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Theorem 2.28 (Classification of Alekseevsky spaces). 
(i) Alekseevskian spaces have rank < 4. If their rank is < 2, they are symmetric. 
(ii) The spaces of rank 3 are (up to scaling) exactly the spaces 
(iii) The spaces of rank 4 are exactly the spaces 
VP. 9) 3 o<p<q; 
VU, k). l,k3 1, k gOmod4; 
V(p,q;4m), q,m 3 1, o<p<q 
(iv) Thesymmerric Alekseevskyspaces of rank 3 3 areT( W(0, q) (q 3 0), V(1, l), V( 1, 2). 
V(1,4) = V(0, 1; 4) and V(i, 8) = V(0, 1; 8). This andfurther information is compiled in Ta- 
ble 1. The rank and the quaternionic dimension (dimw /4) of the Alekseevskian spaces is listed in 
the third and in the fourth columns respectively. 2N(k) denotes the dimension of an irreducible 
&-graded CYk-module and is computable from the recursion formula 
N(8s + t) = (16)$N(t) (1 6 t < 8, s 3 O), 
N(1) = 1, 
N(2) = 2, 
N(3) = N(4) = 4, 
N(5) = N(6) = N(7) = N(8) = 8. 
From the last column one can decide whether the roots of the Alekseevskian Lie algebra in ques- 
tion form a root system in the sense of Def 2.3. If this is the case, the isomorphism type of the root 
system is indicated in rhe usual notation (see e.g. [14, Ch. X, Sect. 3.31). 
Proof. First of all Alekseevsky’s classification [3], (cf. Sect. I of the present exposition) together 
with the refinements noted in Thm. 2.11 and Cor. 2.27) provides the Alekseevskian spaces as list of 
Alekseevskian Lie algebras. Some of these metric Lie algebras are the solvable part of the Iwasawa 
decomposition of the isometry algebra of a symmetric space of non-compact type; they correspond 
to the symmetric Alekseevsky spaces. For deciding which Alekseevsky spaces are symmetric the 
following argument due to Alekseevsky is enough (cf. [9,11.3.4] for details). Quatemionic Klh- 
lerian symmetric spaces of non-compact type (see [6, 14.52 Table] for a list) are Alekseevskian 
(owed to the Iwasawa decomposition), so for every such symmetric space there must be at least 
one Alekseevskian Lie algebra s of same dimension, same rank and same root system. The last 
condition means that the roots of s have to form a root system (in the sense of Def. 2.3) which is 
isomorphic to the restricted root system of the symmetric space. In particular, an Alekseevsky space 
whose roots do not form a root system cannot be symmetric. A list of the restricted root systems 
of the symmetric spaces of non-compact type is printed in [14, Ch. X, Table VI on pp. 532-5341. 
From the list of Alekseevskian Lie algebras one gathers (having determined the root systems) 
that for every quatemionic Ktihlerian symmetric space of non-compact type there is always ex- 
actly one Alekseevsky space with the same dimension, rank and root system. (In some cases, an 
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Alekseevsky space is already uniquely determined by its rank and its dimension alone, e.g. in the 
case of the spaces of rank 3 (cf. Thm. 2.11)) 
The remaining Alekseevskian Lie algebras necessarily correspond to the non-symmetric Alek- 
seevsky spaces (which also follows from our curvature computations in Sect. 3). In [3, Table I], 
Alekseevsky gives (without computation) the isomorphism type of the root systems for the Lie al- 
gebras he constructed, in case a root system is on hand. For reasons of completeness we discussed 
the roots for the ‘J-spaces in Prop. 2.6 and even for the W- and V-spaces in Prop. 2.15 and 2.22. ??
Proposition 2.29. Alekseevskian Lie algebras are of Iwasawa type. In particular, they admit- 
independently of the scalar product (. , 9) considered up to now-scalar products (. , .),,p of non- 
positive sectional curvature. The T- and W-spaces are 4step, the V-spaces 5-step solvable Lie 
groups. 
Proof. Since Lie algebras of Iwasawa type admit non-positively curved scalar products (see 
[23, pp. 17-20]), the first statements flow from Prop. 2.3, 2.13 and 2.20. The derived series are 
computed in Prop. 2.2, 2.12 and 2.19. Cl 
Nevertheless we will go on studying (t(p), (. , s)), because at present we are not interested in 
non-positively curved metrics but in quatemionic Kahlerian ones. We will see in Ch. 3 that the non- 
symmetric Alekseevsky spaces have both negatively curved and positively curved tangent planes. 
3. Characterization of symmetric spaces 
The main result of this chapter is that the symmetric Alekseevsky spaces are completely char- 
acterized by the property of being non-positively curved (Theorem 3.10). 
First, we make use of the formulas provided for the covariant derivative of the ‘Zr- and W-spaces 
to compute curvatures. Let s be a metric Lie algebra. We use the abbreviation Rs for the operator 
Rs : s -+ s defined as RsT := R(T, S)S (S, T E s) by means of the curvature tensor. 
Proposition 3.1. The curvature of ‘3(p) satisjes: 
RA = -ad: for A E a. 
In particular, the eigenspace decomposition of the operators RA ensues from the root space 
decomposition in the proof of Prop. 2.3. 
Let p > 1. The operators Rx+ (X+ E x+, (X+1 = 1) have the following eigenspace decom- 
position: 
Rx+ I(C,_$)lnJa = 0 7 Rx+(Gl - $Gz) = -i(Gl - $G2), 
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R.x+X+ = Rx+= = 0, 
Rx+ JX+ = -; JX, , Rx+%+ = -‘f 
4 +* 
Rx+Xi, = -ix’+, Rx+=& = ;z+, 
Rx+JXi, = -+JX;, Rx+X’ + = -AX’ 8 +’ 
where Xi E ,x+ and X’+ I X+. In particular, if Xi # 0 (which requires p 3 2), 
K (X+ A sJ7;;) = +$. (9) 
Analogous formulas for the operators R.J~, and R.J_x_ (a, = 1, 2. 3) arise from the Sp( l)- 
invariance of the curvature. 
Proof. The first statement follows immediately from VA = 0. The operators Rxla (X E 
x+ U XL U X, U i_) are easy to compute, due to V A = 0 (A E a). From this one obtains 
expressions for Rx ~~~~ (CY = 1, 2, 3) using the Sp(l)-invariance of the curvature (Eq. (2)). The 
remaining formulas result from Prop. 2.9 after a short computation. 0 
Corollary 3.2. The sectional curvature of ‘7( 1) satisfies the sharp estimate 
-1 6 K(Sr\T) <O 
,for all planes with S E t (1) and T E t (0). 
Proof. Since 7(O) is totally geodesic, it is enough to show the estimate for S E t (0) U t (0)‘. The 
Sp( l&invariance of the curvature allows us further to assume that S E a U xi. Now the estimate 
follows from Prop. 3.1. ??
Corollary 3.3. The sectional curvature of the symmetric space ‘J(0) satisfies the sharp estimate 
Proof. This results e.g. from Cor. 3.2, as ‘J(0) is totally geodesic in ‘J(1). 0 
Now we repeate the same kind of computation for the W-spaces (for more details concerning 
their curvature see [ 10, 11.61). 
Proposition 3.4. The curvature of W(p, q) satisjes: 
RA=-ad: for AEa. 
In particular, the eigenspace decomposition of the operators RA ensues -from the root space 
decomposition in Prop. 2.13. 
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Let p > 1. The operators Rv_ (Y_ E y_, /Y-I = 1) h ave the following eigenspace decompo- 
sition: 
RY_(H1-H3)=-~(H1-H3), R~_(HI-H~)~~)~=O, 
Rr_(Gl + G3) = -@I + G3), Rr_(Gl +G3)‘flJa =O, 
_ I - _ 
&_(JJo - H2) = -;Wo - H2), Ry_(Ho-fi2)‘niT:=0, 
I _ 
Ry_(Go+C%)=-;(Go+Gz), 
_ I 
Ry_(Go+G2)‘nJa=0, 
Rr_Y_ = 0, RY_ JY- = -; JY- , 
RY- I T_ny~ = -; Id, RY_ I y+n.ry_I = O 3 Ry_lz = -f Id, 
Ry_Y_ = -;Y-, RY_ JY- = -; JY- , 
RY- Ip~,,J~_~nf =o, RY_ Ii+ = f$ Id. 
In particular, 
K(Y_ A 2,) = +;, (10) 
ifY_ E y- - {0} and Z- E z- - {0}, which requires p > 1 and q 2 1. 
For q 3 1 the eigenspace decomposition of Rz_ (Z- E z-, 12-I = 1) can be obtained by 
simultaneously interchanging the roles of y and z and the indices 2 and 3 in the expressionsfor Ry_. 
Further eigenspace decompositionsflow immediatelyfrom the Sp( 1)-invariance of the curvature. 
Proof: The proof is similar to that of Prop. 3.1. The penultimate statement arises from the 
standard isomorphism w(p, q) 7 w(q, p). Cl 
Corollary 3.5. The sectional curvature of w(p, q) satisfies the following sharp estimates for 
A E a, Y- E y_ and W E w arbitrary 
-1 < K(A A W) < 0, 
-; < K(Y_ A W) < $. 
As before Y- may be replaced by Z_ E z- andfurther estimates follow from Sp( 1)-invariance. 
Proof. This follows from the eigenspace decomposition of Prop. 3.4 (cf. [9, p. 451 for trivial 
details). Cl 
Corollary 3.6. The sectional curvature of the symmetric spaces u)(p, 0) S W(0, p) satisfies 
the sharp estimate 
-l<K<O. 
Proof. The linear isotropy representation of a symmetric space is transitive on the flat totally 
geodesic (infinitesimal) subspaces of maximal dimension (see [ 14, Ch.V, Sect. 6, Theorem 6.21). 
Therefore, it is sufficient to consider sectional curvatures K(A A W) for A E a. Now the claim 
follows from Cor. 3.5. 0 
In dealing with the V-spaces we will make use of the following two lemmas. 
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Lemma 3.7. With the notations introduced in Sect. 1.3, the V-spaces satisjj 
K(Y_ A 2,) = ;<1 - 3 IY- 0 Z+12) 
,for Y_ E y_ and Z+ E z+ with 1 Y- 1 = IZ+I = 1. Furthermore, 
IY- 0 Z+I’ = ; C(Y-, @(Xl, JZ,))’ 
,for every orthonormal basis (Xi);=l,...,k of x_ 
Proof. The following holds because the covariant derivative is compatible with the metric: 
K(Y_ A 2,) = -(Vp+Z+, Vy_Y_) + (V,_.z+. Vp_Y_) - (V,;_~+z,. Y_). 
Using the Koszul formula we compute 
VY- y- = ; (HI - m 
and then 
-(V$+, Vy_Y_) = $. 
In dealing with the second and the third term we use the vanishing of the covariant derivative’s 
torsion, the definition of the representation T (see Thm. 1.4) and, at the places labeled by (*). the 
identity Vy_ 2, = Vx+, which results from the Koszul formula. 
(V,mg+. Vi+Y-) = IVy_2+12 - (Vy_g+, Ty_.?I+) 
g lvv_z+i2 - (V,_Z+, Y-25,) = - Ivyz,* = --j [Y- 0 Z+12 
In addition, for the last term we use again the compatibility of the covariant derivative with the 
metric and, at the place labeled by (a), the fact that Y_ o Z+ E x+ and Ty_x+ = 0. 
-(V TV&+. Y-) = -(Vyz+ z,, Y-) = (Z,, V<~~&) 
= -(z+, Ty_Y=+) + (2,. Vv_Y=+) 
2 -(Vy_.z+, Yx-2,) E -; IY_ 0 Z+I’ 
The second statement is a trivial consequence of the Remark 1.3: 
IY- 0 Z+12 = C(Y- 0 z,, JXl)’ = + C(Y-. +l(x!. JZ,))‘. 0 
i i 
Lemma 3.8. V-spaces which correspond to sums or &-graded tensor products of (at least tbvo 
non-trivial) &-graded Clifford modules (of order k 3 1) show positively curved tangent planes. 
Proof. Sums: In this case we have z_ = u” + w” and y- = Y’ + W’ (orthogonal sums), where 
u” + IJ’ and w” + W’ are &-graded modules over Ce(x_) 2 CQ. $ : x-. x z- -+ J- is the 
restriction of Clifford multiplication. Choosing JZ+ E u” - (0) and Y_ E UI’ - (0) entails 
$(X_. JZ+)l E 21’ I W’ and hence K(Y_ A 2,) = i > 0, due to Lemma 3.7. 
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Tensorproducts: In this case the special isometric mapping + defining the V-space is of the form 
If? = 1c/&3@ : x- x I- + y- ) 
where r+& : X x Z + j and $ : .i x i + r are special isometric mappings and 
x-=x+.?, z-=z@i++y~, y-=2c3j++y2t. 
If we choose 
Y_=Y@ZE~@,?C~- and JZ+=Z@?E~@ZCZ- 
such that Y- # 0, Z+ # 0 and Z I Z’, then the following holds for every X- = X + X E 
X + ,? = x-, according to the definition of $66 (see Def. 2.6) 
(Y_, @ (X_, JZ,)) = (Y @I Z, $5 (X, Z) @ 5’) = 0. 
Hence, K(Y_ A Z+) = i > 0, again by the previous lemma. ??
Corollary 3.9. The following spaces show positively curved tangent planes: 
(i) V(Z, k), if1 > 1 or k 7 8. 
(ii) V(p, q; 4rn), ifp + q > 1 OY 4m > 8. 
Proof. The &-graded Clifford module defining V(f, k) resp. V(p, q; 4m) is, by definition, a sum 
of 1 resp. p + q irreducible &-graded Clifford modules. Therefore if 1 > 1 resp. p + q > 1, then 
the corresponding V-space shows positively curved tangent planes, owing to Lemma 3.8. 
By virtue of the periodicity modulo 8 of &-graded Clifford modules (see [5, Cor. 6.6]), every 
irreducible i&-graded module over C& for k > 8 is a non-trivial &-graded tensor product of 
&graded Clifford modules. Therefore, again by Lemma 3.8, V-spaces corresponding to Clifford 
modules of order > 8 show positively curved tangent planes. 0 
According to a theorem of J.E. D’Atri and I. Dotti Miatello [ 111, a bounded homogeneous 
domain is symmetric, if and only if its sectional curvature (with respect to the Bergmann metric) 
is non-positive. We proof an analogue of this statement for Alekseevsky spaces. 
Theorem 3.10. Let S be an Alekseevsky space. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) S is symmetric. 
(ii) The sectional curvature of S is non-positive. 
Proof. For every non-symmetric Alekseevsky space we will exhibit tangent planes of positive 
curvature. There are three families to treat; T-, W- and V-spaces. 
y-spaces: Let ‘J(p) be non-symmetric, i.e. p 2 1. We can choose X, E x+ with IX+ 1 = 1, 
since p = dimx+. We claim that the tangent plane 
t = (He + X,) A (G‘o - z> 
is positively curved. With the help of the propositions 3.1 and 2.9 and considering the fact that 
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t (0) is totally geodesic in t (1) we obtain 
4K(t) = ]#K(t) 
= K(H) A tic> + K(H() A 5_ii’l> + K(& A X,) + K(X+ A ?z) 
- 2((R(Ho, 60)X, X,) + (R(Ho. 5_jy,)Co. X,)) 
1 1 =------ 
4 4 
; +o-2(-$ - !j) =; > 0. 
W-spaces: Let W(p, q) be non-symmetric, i.e. p >, 1 and q 3 1. We can choose Y- E y_ - {0} 
and Z+ E I+ - {0}, sin ce p = dimy_ andq = dimz+. According to eq. 10 in Prop. 3.4, the 
plane Y- A Z+ is positively curved. 
V-spaces: Thanks to Cor. 3.9, we only need to exhibit positively curved tangent planes in the 
case of ~(1, k) for k = 3, 5, 6 and 7. Let $Q be the special isometric mapping determined up to 
equivalence by u (1, k), i.e. one which defines an irreducible &-graded module over Ctk. 
It is well known ([3, Sect. lo]) and obvious that es : x- x z_ + y- can be realized restricting 
quatemion multiplication: 
z_ = y_ =W and x- = span{l,i.j) C W. 
Where W is supplied with the standard scalar product. Set Y- = k, I Z+ = 1 and (Xi. Xc. Xl> = 
(1, i, j). Then Lemma 3.7 gives 
IY- 0 Z+12 = $ ((k, 1) + (k, i) + (k. j)) = 0, 
hence K( Y_ A 2,) = $ > 0. 
The cases k = 5, 6, 7 will be treated analogously. Let Ca denote the Cayley octaves provided 
with the standard scalar product, 
z- = y- = Ca and x_ C Ca a k-dimensional subspace. 
p!rk : X_ x i:_ --+ y- is obtained by restricting the Cayley product. Choosing Y- E XI - {0}, 
JZ+ = 1 and any orthonormal basis (Xi)i=l,,,.,k of x_ and applying Lemma 3.7 gives 
]Y_ 0 Z+I? = $ -&Y_, Xi) = 0) 
i=l 
hence again K(Y_ A 2,) = $ > 0. 0 
Remark 3.1. In eq. (9) of Prop. 3.1 we had already exhibited positively curved tangent planes of 
T(p) for p 13 2. For ‘J(1) such planes, as given in the proof of Thm. 3.10, are less easy to find. 
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